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Choose The Best Albumin

The peak performance of your system requires pure components. If contaminants vary in concentration or identity, how can you get consistent results time after time?

Buy Miles PENTEX Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA). Research grade purity at commercial scale prices gives you confidence in consistent results with every lot. “Cohn” purified albumin was developed over 40 years ago, and simply can’t deliver the purity demanded by today’s applications.

Miles albumins don’t have the variable contaminants or polymers that others do, so you can rely on consistently superior performance. Isn’t that what you’ve paid for?

Want more information? Call (800) 227-9412 for assistance and/or our technical brochures on Bovine Albumin.

Above: Extreme manufacturing conditions can polymerize normally monomeric BSA. HPLC analysis of commercially available albumins show substantial polymerization. Miles albumin shows significantly better monomer levels.

Left: Inefficient purification will retain contaminant proteins. Commercially available albumins were tested by IEP against bovine antisera to detect contaminants. While other methods, including Cohn fractionated BSA (see sample 4), show substantial contaminants; Miles BSA is apparently free from such substantial residue.

1. Bovine Plasma Control
2. BSA: Competitor D
3. BSA: Competitor E
4. BSA: Competitor F
5. Miles BSA
Information for Authors

Clinical Chemistry welcomes manuscripts containing original information, experimental or theoretical, that advances the science of clinical chemistry. Such information may concern analytical and molecular diagnostic techniques, instrumentation, data processing, statistical analyses of data, clinical investigations in which chemistry has played a major role, and laboratory animal studies of chemically oriented problems of human disease. Equal consideration is given to manuscripts in English from any country, whether or not the authors are members of the AACC. Manuscripts are usually evaluated by two reviewers who may or may not be members of the Editorial Board. Manuscripts found by the editors to be inappropriate for the journal may be returned to authors without peer review. Prospective authors of Editorials and Reviews should submit, for review by the Editor, a brief outline of the proposed manuscript before preparing it in final form. Authors are usually notified of the disposition of a manuscript within 6 weeks of the date of its receipt by the Editor.

Editorial Policies. Manuscripts are considered for publication with the understanding that (a) each author has participated significantly in the work and assumes responsibility for the manuscript's content; (b) the authors have disclosed any commercial associations that might pose a conflict of interest with the work submitted; (c) none of the submitting authors' or affiliations' names are in the abstract or preliminary report or postscript (cited in the manuscript) — it has been or will be published elsewhere; (d) unique materials necessary to reproduce the results reported are available for use by qualified investigators; and (e), if the paper is accepted, copyright is transferred to the publisher. These agreements must be conveyed by completing the Author's Assurances and Assignment of Copyright form that can be copied from page 6 of the Information for Authors published in the January issue of the journal, or obtained from the Washington editorial office. All authors must sign the form, and original signatures are required; the form should be sent by mail, not fax.

Authors citing unpublished work by individuals other than themselves should include with their manuscript a letter from the individuals concerned giving permission to cite the work. For studies conducted with humans, a statement in the text should indicate whether the procedures used were in accordance with the ethical standards of their institution's responsible committee or with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 1983.

Submission of Manuscripts. Submit four copies of the manuscript to Dr. David E. Bruns, Editor, Clinical Chemistry. For regular mail: PO Box 3767, University Station, Charlottesville, VA 22903-3767. For express delivery: Towers Office Building, Suite 609, 1224 West Main Street, Charlottesville, VA 22903. Include a covering letter stating (a) the title of the paper; (b) the paper's main point; and (c) the name, address, and telephone and Fax numbers of the corresponding author.

Manuscript Preparation. Use double (typewriter) or triple (word processor) spacing throughout the manuscript. Type or print on one side of each page. For most manuscripts, include the following sections: an abstract, introduction, materials and methods, results, discussion, and references. For Reviews and Case Reports, use headings appropriate to the text. After tentative acceptance, revised version of manuscripts should be submitted on disk.

Illustrations. Submit four copies of each figure on high-quality coated glossy or laser-printer paper. Photocopies on absorbent or bond paper are not acceptable. Verify that symbols and lettering will be legible when the figures are reduced to publication size. Final version of figures should be supplied on disk as well as on hard copy.

The complete Information for Authors is published in the January issue.
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When your lab results don’t make sense—Look for effects

Recommended for clinical chemists, internists, family practitioners, pathologists, pharmacists, manufacturers, and clinical laboratory staffs.

Your easy references to explain unexpected test results

Order Now!

- NEW! Effects of Preanalytical Variables on Clinical Laboratory Tests
  - AACC Member: $75
  - Non Member: $95
- Effects of Drugs on Clinical Laboratory Tests, Third Edition
  - AACC Member: $80
  - Non Member: $100
- 1991 Supplement to the Effects of Drugs
  - AACC Member: $50
  - Non Member: $60
- Effects of Disease on Clinical Laboratory Tests, Second Edition
  - AACC Member: $50
  - Non Member: $60

Big Savings with combination orders!

- Effects of Drugs on Clinical Laboratory Tests, Third Edition & 1991 Supplement to the Effects of Drugs
  - AACC Member: $110
  - Non Member: $140
  - AACC Member: $110
  - Non Member: $140
  - AACC Member: $150
  - Non Member: $190

Order by phone by calling AACC Press at:
1-800-892-1400 / 202-857-0717 (have your credit card ready)
Or send checks to:

AACC PRESS
2101 L Street, NW, Suite 202, Washington, DC 20037-1526 USA
1-800-892-1400 • 202-857-0717 • Fax 202-887-5093

Remember to add shipping and handling, $4.00 for first item and $3.00 each additional item for domestic and $6.00 per item and $4.00 each additional item for international. All domestic orders under $120 must be prepaid. All international orders must be prepaid in US dollars drawn on a US bank.
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Try them, use them, then decide...
Order these practical directories and use them for 30 days at no risk. If you’re not 100% convinced of their value, return the books for a full refund.
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<td>$85.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Canada and Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>$245.00</td>
<td>$270.00</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Canada and Mexico</td>
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<td>Elsewhere</td>
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<td>Clinical Chemistry News, N. Sasavage, Editor, monthly, ISSN 0161-9640 (Members receive one free subscription)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>U.S. (Members receive one free subscription)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elsewhere, via surface</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
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<td>Elsewhere, via airmail</td>
<td></td>
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Tietz Textbook of Clinical Chemistry
Edited by Carl A. Burtis and Edward R. Ashwood

New Second Edition...the information you need to practice up-to-the-minute clinical chemistry
Includes entire new chapters on nucleic acid biochemistry, diagnostic applications, and tumor markers...expanded coverage of computers in the lab...latest government regulations...more than 100 new illustrations. Reorganized into six major sections for easier use.

Geriatric Clinical Chemistry: Reference Values
Willard R. Faulkner, Editor-in Chief
Samuel Meites, Associate Editor

Now...the information you’ve been waiting for to better serve this growing population segment
Now in one easy-to-use reference, the help you want to accurately adjust values for advanced age...the facts you need to interpret results with greater clarity. Includes data on more than 130 analytes, plus 11 monographs by recognized authorities covering major factors affecting tests.

Order Now...30-Day No-Risk Approval...Call Toll Free 1-800-892-1400
(have credit card ready), Mail Form or Fax to 1-202-887-5093

Special! Order both volumes and we pay the shipping. Same 30-day approval!

| Copies of Tietz Textbook of Clinical Chemistry, hardcover @ $125 ea. | $____ |
| Copies of Geriatric Clinical Chemistry, hardcover @ $75 ea. ($65 AACC Members) | $____ |
| Shipping and handling, $4 per book domestic, $6 per book international | $____ |
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RIA AID

RIA AID for data from both isotopic and non-isotopic assays.

ELISA AID

ELISA AID tailored to give great flexibility of sample placement on the plate.

Software systems for the acquisition, analysis and archiving of immunoassay data.

SYSTEM FEATURES

- Direct connection to your beta or gamma counter or plate reader
- Handles data from all assay types: RIA, IRMA, EIA, FIA, ELISA
- Can be configured to service up to 15 counters running simultaneously
- Built-in worklist system
- Results can be offloaded to other software systems (spreadsheet, database)
- Thorough user documentation in plain English
- OEM versions available

Robert Maciel Associates, Inc.
870 Massachusetts Avenue
Post Office Box 212
Arlington, Massachusetts 02174-0212
Tel: 617-646-3627 Fax: 617-648-7607
Contact: Robert J. Maciel, PhD

Call or Fax:
American Association for Clinical Chemistry, Inc.
2101 L Street, NW • Suite 202 • Washington, DC 20037-1526
1-800-892-1400 • 202-857-0717 • Fax 202-887-9053
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